
Door phone setting（For MD308 PABX）

Format: 80N# set the first doorphone (N is ext. no. N=1-8)

81N# set the second doorphone (N is ext. no. N= 1-8)

8000# clear the first doorphone

8100# clear the second doorphone

Default: not set doorphone

2.7.2 Doorphone Ringing Extensions Assignment

Format: 8 2 #

Description: Clear all extensions assigned to the doorphones .

Format: 8 2 N#

Description: Assign Ext. N to be the ringing extension when the doorphone call arrives

NOTE:1、In default setting: Ext.601 &Ext.602 is assigned to all doorphone call either in day

mode or night mode.

2、Maximun 8 extensions can assigned to the doorphones either in day mode

or night mode.

2.7.3 Duration of Unlock Signal Setting

Format: 1 8 5 TT#

Explanation: TT = 01-99 opener action time is TT*0.1s

Description: Setting the door opener action time (the relay for door opener’s shutting time).

Description: If you press * 1 to open the door, the unlock signal will be kept in a few
seconds. You can set the duration of unlock signal to match your
electron-controlled lock.

In default setting, TT=4, means 0.4s.

2.7.4 Operation Instruction

Operation1: Press the door phone calling and press*1 to open the door lock.

Description: when visitor press the special door-phone, The extensions assigned to the
door phone will ringing, at this moment the door-phone will be at the status of



music on hold (if nobody answer after 25s,the system will send a busy tone to
door-phone),you pick up the operator extension and can talk to the visitor.
While the other ringing Exts will stop ringing.

 During talking with the doorphone, the Extension input * 1 to open the door lock.

1、Each Extension can pick-up the call and open the door when the visitor press
the door-phone

. 2、When visitor press the special door-phone, If the extensions assigned to the

Door phone are all busy at this moment, the system will send a busy tone to

Door-phone, in the mean time, the extensions will hear a du-du-du waiting

prompt (but very short).

3、the system should have 3 ringing tones available for different calls:

-One for the internal calls

-One for the door phone call

-One for the C.O. line incoming calls

Operation2: directly open the door

Pick-up + # 78 then input *1 to open the door lock directly.

Pick-up + # 79 then input *1 to open the door lock directly.

Description: this function can be used only by Programming Extensions

About Door lock opener interface, MD308 is similar connection to CS+308, see below pics:


